[Spatial structure of the rp142 peptide containing the immunodominant epitope of the HIV-1 gp120 protein. A theoretical study].
A model of spatial structure of the synthetic peptide rp142 (24 amino acid residues) containing the immunodominant epitope of the HIV-1 protein gp120 in the region Gly-10-Phe-15 was constructed by the method of "constrained" molecular mechanics, which uses the algorithms of theoretical conformational analysis, based on NMR spectroscopy data. A comparative analysis of calculated conformations revealed that the spatial structure of rp142 in solution can be described by a family of conformations to which nine different structural clusters involving the sets of topologically close conformers correspond. It is shown that the main chain of the peptide forms irregular but "structured" conformations in which the main portion of amino acid residues is incorporated into beta-turns and helix-like fragments, while Pro-11 and Gly-12 form in some structures inverse gamma-turns, which rarely occur in protein-peptide molecules. It was found that the spatial packing of the Gly-10-Phe-15 hexapeptide in different clusters is realized at different internal rotation angles, to which topologically close structures correspond. It is assumed that this invariant structural element describes the "conformation of complex formation" that is complementary to the antigen-binding center of antibodies and is responsible for their binding to the peptide.